Abstract. The contribution of automatically processed Système Pour l'Observation de la Terre (SPOT) high resolution visible (HRV) Pan data as an ancillary source of information to a digital elevation model (DEM)-based method for channel network extraction is introduced. The image processing stage included an application of a Laplacian filter for edge detection. Edge pixels that were not contiguous with the main channel network were eliminated and the channel network was buffered and finally skeletonized to create channels with one-pixel width. A DEM-based approach was implemented for an overlapping area using the terrain analysis using digital elevation models (TauDEM) procedure based on the principles of the flow direction matrix method. The channel network that was extracted by the use of the two methods in fusion was tested against the imagery, and the DEM-based, channel networks and conformed to the reference data more accurately in terms of coverage of channels, network connectivity and location of extracted channels. A disadvantage of the data fusion is the additional, few, artificial channels.
Introduction
Channel network maps are essential for studying watershed processes, river basin geomorphology and drainage network development (Rodriguez-Iturbe and Rinaldo 1997) . The manual procedure for channel network extraction is accurate (Astaras et al. 1990 ) but labour intensive and, therefore, impracticable for application over large areas. As a solution to this problem, several automatic digital elevation model (DEM)-based procedures have been developed over the last two decades, using the eight flow direction matrix method (D8; O'Callaghan and Mark 1984) . Other automatic methods for channel network extraction have focused on the description of local surface morphology (e.g. Haralick 1983 , Wood 1998 .
In general, D8 methods are implemented through two main steps: (i) calculating a flow direction matrix from elevation data and then, (ii) measuring the area that contributes to each DEM cell and delineating the channel network based on an empirical threshold value that should be determined according to landscape characteristics.
The problem with DEM-based methods is that the accuracy of their predictions depends on the accuracy of the source DEM. DEMs suffer from both random and systematic errors, due to inaccuracies in the original measurements on which the DEM is based, and to deficiencies in the development of the DEM (Wise 2000) . In addition, many contour-based DEMs suffer from low vertical accuracy. The outcome of these errors can be artefact depressions in flat areas that suffer from large noise-to-signal ratio, gaps within the channel network, and inaccurate flow directions. Several studies (e.g. Tribe 1992 , McCormack et al. 1993 provide solutions for the problem of depressions and gaps; however, they cannot solve the problem in full and can be subjected to a new type of error such as unrealistic flow lines. Hutchinson (1989) was one of the pioneers to propose the use of ancillary data as a factor to refine DEM-based methods. Hutchinson's (1989) approach is now widely used and a recent example of its application is the study by Turcotte et al. (2001) that for the refinement of D8 uses a digital river network data established from digital maps. Turcotte et al. (2001) imposed flowdirections towards the cells that overlap with the digital river network and, based on the modified flowdirections, the authors extracted a channel network that conforms to the reference data more accurately than the network that was created with the common form of D8.
Satellite sensor images provide widely available, repetitive, independent and more detailed information than most readily available DEMs. Several studies (e.g. Haralick 1983 , Zhang 2000 have already shown that image processing techniques can be successfully used to identify ridges and valleys from remotely sensed data. Therefore, it is expected that satellite sensor images will make a good candidate to be used as an ancillary data source to DEM-based procedures.
This Letter shows the added value provided by the use of automatically processed Système Probatoire de l'Observation de la Terre (SPOT) high resolution visible (HRV) Pan image as an ancillary data source to a DEM-based method for channel network extraction.
Materials and methods
The method developed and described in this Letter was applied to a subset area of 3 km63 km within the semi-arid drainage basin of Beer-Sheva, in central Israel (34 ‡41' E, 31 ‡13' N) and the model output was compared to a reference channel network that was provided by the National Geographical Information System (GIS) of Israel and verified by field techniques-see §2.4.
DEM-based algorithm for channel network representation
Two of the many DEM-based algorithms for channel network extraction were examined here: (i) the eight flow direction matrix (D8) method that is embedded in the ARC/INFO workstation tool; and (ii) the terrain analysis using digital elevation models (TauDEM) method, developed by Tarboton (1997) . A visual comparison with the reference data ( §2.4) shows that TauDEM, since it does not restrict flow only to the eight possible directions, is the more suitable of the two tools for the study area. Therefore, it was chosen to be used as the DEM-based method in the current study.
The algorithm used by TauDEM is fully described in Tarboton (1997) and therefore will not be repeated here; however, the model steps implemented in this research include: filling pits; a calculation of flow directions; and finally an extraction of the channel network using the river network raster function. The elevation data used in this research are the DEM of the Geological Survey of Israel with horizontal resolution of 25 m and vertical rms error (RMSE) of 10 m (Hall and Cleave 1988) .
Image processing procedure for channel network extraction
The image processing procedure developed here includes five consecutive steps (figure 1). All configurations and threshold numbers detailed below were derived from a series of empirical tests to determine the appropriate values, based on a visual interpretation analysis. It is important to note that these values are sitespecific and they should be determined subject to circumstances.
At step 1, a 363 Laplacian filter with the weight configuration of 220 for the centre pixel, 4 for horizontal and vertical nearest neighbours, and 1 for diagonal nearest neighbours, was used for edge detection. The outcome of this step is an inversion of the image brightness between slopes and channels: identified edges become brighter for the channels while the slopes acquire background values of lower brightness. It is important to note that first-order derivative edge detection filters like Sobel and Prewitt were found to be notably less efficient than the Laplacian filter (which is a second-order derivative operator) to detect the channels.
At step 2, in order to remove the background effects, low values were recoded to zero, based on an empirical threshold value that was set to digital number (DN)~50. Small, isolated slope 'islands'-with a clump size of less than seven pixels that survived the recoding process-were then eliminated using the raster-GIS Sieve procedure (step 3). This step proved useful since the channels are connected in clumps much larger than seven pixels and thereby were not deleted by this step, while large numbers of slope clumps that create noise to the channels information could be removed.
To minimize the large number of disconnections, step 4 was to widen the resulting channel network with a two-pixel buffer zone. This step helped to fix disconnections smaller than four pixels (subject also to their configuration in space). This has decreased the number of disconnections to a more reasonable number; however, it could not provide full solution for the problem of disconnected channel network. The reason is that high search value has resulted in a lumped channel network that could not be fixed in the next step. Finally, at step 5, the Riazanoff et al. (1990) parametrizable skeletonization procedure was programmed and then applied to create streams with a width of one pixel. The binary level algorithm was used where edge pixels that are not a connection point between two edge points were removed from the scene based on a convexity threshold (K) value of 5 that gave the most accurate result among all possible convexity threshold values (1-8).
These five steps were applied to each of the single bands of Landsat Thematic Mapper (TM), SPOT HRV XS and SPOT HRV Pan images, all from the summer. The use of SPOT HRV Pan yielded the channel network that provided the best agreement with the reference channel network. Hence, due to its finest spatial resolution, the SPOT HRV Pan appears to be the most appropriate for channel network representation.
Data fusion
The entire database was adjusted to the Israel New Grid coordinate system. Both the DEM and the SPOT HRV Pan data were geometrically corrected with 0.5 pixel rms error, based on 30 ground control points, through a first order transformation. To facilitate data integration, the imagery channel network pixels were resampled to 25 m pixel size using the nearest neighbour algorithm.
The information derived from the SPOT HRV Pan data was used to modify the DEM with the 'stream burning' approach, i.e. the subtraction of a threshold value from the elevation data of all DEM cells that overlap with the imagery channel network. (The specific value is subjected to surface conditions and DEM vertical accuracy and in the current study was set to 5 m based on empirical tests.) In this approach flowdirection calculations on the modified DEM are imposed towards the DEM cells that overlap with the ancillary channel network. Such an approach is commonly used since it may be more effective than merging the DEM-based and imagery channel networks in case of geometric mismatch between the two networks (Turcotte et al. 2001 ).
Reference data
The channel network of the study area from the National GIS of Israel with 2 m spatial resolution was used as reference data. This information was checked by using the line format of a differential Global Positioning System (GPS) to actually locate a sample of the channels in fieldwork. In almost all cases, the National GIS layer proved accurate (coverage of 97% in comparison with the GPS network) and therefore was qualified to represent the channel network realistically.
Results and discussion
The product of the modified DEM (MOD) was more strongly correlated with the reference channel network than both the imagery (IP) and DEM-based (DM) channel networks. A visual interpretation analysis showed that the processing of the SPOT HRV Pan image refined the DEM-based analysis ( figure 2) .
A quantitative evaluation of the three channel networks (DM, IP and MOD) was also utilized based on four criteria that were established in a previous study (Ichoku et al. 1996) : Coverage represents the extent to which the product covers all parts of the reference channel network; Connectivity indicates the extent of connection between the extracted channels; Purity represents the number of real Figure 2 . Three automatically processed, channel networks of the study area, the reference data and a contour map. The background is the SPOT HRV Pan image after contrast stretch. channels versus artefact channels; and Accuracy specifies a measurement of the extracted channels' location versus their location in the reference channel network. Table 1 illustrates the results of the quality assessment of the three channel networks. Relatively low Coverage and very high Purity marks were found for the DM product. Thus, it can be concluded that processing the DEM with relatively coarse spatial resolution (25 m per pixel against 10 m in the case of the SPOT HRV Pan) may result in less detailed representation of the channel network, but also less representation of artefacts. Accordingly, due to the coarse spatial resolution, the curvature of the channels was less detailed and thus lower accuracy was achieved.
The IP product had a higher Coverage than the DM product but was characterized with low connectivity-which, to some extent, casts doubt on its usefulness for hydrological applications that require accurate topological connections between the channels. The Purity assessment of the IP product showed 15 artefact channels that were the outcome of noise that could not be removed through the empirical image processing procedure suggested here. This was not surprising, as previous studies have also reported the difficulties encountered with the pattern recognition of channel networks from satellite sensor images. In terms of Accuracy, although the total number of pixels exposed to inaccuracy was not very large, higher accuracy than the DM procedure was gained.
The MOD procedure achieved the highest Coverage, albeit a relatively small difference in comparison with the IP procedure. Connectivity from the MOD procedure was larger than from the IP: all disconnections were corrected, yet the Purity was smaller and three artificial channels were added to those created by the IP procedure. However, Accuracy was increased in comparison with the two previous methods, implying that more detailed representation had been gained.
Conclusion
The IP channel network was found to be effective for the refinement of the DM methodology by increasing Coverage and Accuracy measures and caused only minimal error through the addition of artificial channels. This was achieved due to the detection of small channels and more accurate location of the channels in the IP method. The MOD channel network was more accurate than the IP channel network, which, although very informative, was impracticable for use in hydrological applications due to the large number of disconnections. This contribution of remotely sensed data to DEM-based models is of major importance. Since the production of fine spatial resolution DEMs is expensive and requires special Table 1 . Quality assessment results for the three channel networks. The criteria results are expressed as follows. Coverage-the percentage of pixels of the reference data that were actually covered by each of the three methods; Connectivity-the number of disconnections along the channel network; Purity-the number of artefact channels (where the reference data detected 'no channel'); and Accuracy-the number of pixels that were identified as distorted channels. equipment and knowledge, most users around the world draw on DEMs published by government agencies, which are usually based on existing topographic maps (Walker and Willgoose 1999) . The simplicity of the methodology suggested here and the fact that most of it is implemented by existing image processing software could help to widen the use of geocomputation in hydrology through the enrichment of the information analysed from coarse resolution DEMs.
